BEST REASONS TO NOT GET THE SHOT THAT ARE NOT EVER MENTIONED (Email) 10.26.21

1. There's no guarantee you'll get to keep your job after you get the shot to keep it. You can be fired at any time, and I have seen plenty of people post to social media about this exact thing happening.

2. You can get two jabs, and then be called "un vaxxed" afterward IF you survive the first two or get lucky and get saline for the first two. They keep moving the goal posts. How is it going to feel to risk everything over the shots for whatever reason you felt forced into getting it, only to discover that even if you make it, they'll eventually nail you with subsequent and repeat "boosters" until you finally do get nailed? Got two shots? **YOU ARE NOT CONSIDERED VAXXED, NOW YOU NEED A THIRD.** Got three shots? Now you need a FOURTH!!! No benefit to be gained by even getting one.

3. The people NOT requiring the shots will be, across the board, smarter and better employers. I always viewed those requiring it to be leftist crap employers. I have seen both. Believe me, conservative employers are much much better people. **Walk away from the sh*thole and perhaps you'll land somewhere better.**

3 will do. Because you know all about the clots, palsy, heart attacks, strokes, and **REMOVAL OF YOUR GENETIC CODE FROM THE BOOK OF LIFE.** Don't go there, especially for a job. It is simply not worth it. If you suspect it will be required, start seeking out other work ASAP.

I would not consider doing anything but this site even though sometimes I really do not enjoy it, like when I end up pacing after posting something like the following. This is, after all, a war, and I am not going to just walk away from it.

Jim Stone